
   
 

   
 

YEAR 9 DISTANCE LEARNING 

WB Monday 1st June 

Detailed instructions can be found as usual on Show My Homework. 

Subject Distance Learning 

Art 
 

Look at examples (and make notes) of GCSE sketchbooks and assessment objectives. This 
is preparation to start GCSE coursework from next week.  

Business Studies 
 

Complete worksheets on a review of business objectives Show My Homework starting 
with short answer questions to practice exam style questions. 

Child Development 
 

Complete questions and research tasks set on Show My Homework. 

Citizenship Read through an information page about ‘Different Types of Laws’ and complete a 
worksheet. Extension activity included.  

Computer Science Go through a PowerPoint and answer questions on ‘Memory in a Computer’ such as 

Ram, Rom and describe the differences between both and Secondary Storage within the 

Computer Systems. 

Dance A create a mindmap on one of the professional works (A Linha Curva or Shadows). Work 
through a PowerPoint for the necessary assessment criteria.  

Drama Read and watch the relevant specific BBC Bitesize online revision content, then complete 
the online tests for each section. 

DT Write a marketing speech for the redesigned toothbrush and answer questions about 
polymers 

English Do a Retrieval Quiz – Y9 Big Fat Novel Quiz and work through Oak Academy lesson - 

Introduction to the conventions of detective or crime stories. 

Do a Retrieval Quiz– Novel Quiz 1 and then work through Oak Academy lesson - Reading 

and comprehension: The Speckled Band. 

French Check Reading and Listening comprehension of Unit 3. 

Record score for producing language and for comprehension. 

Geography Work through a PowerPoint on Climate Zones.  

German Complete listening activities on free time, revise vocabulary on free time and complete 

worksheet on Musik, Kino und Fernsehen. 

History Do a knowledge test task on medicine since 1700. Watch this a summary Youtube video 

and do a quiz worksheet which goes with it. 

Hospitality & Catering 
  

Insects- answer questions and create a recipe. 
Energy drinks - Answer questions and write a letter about views.  

Maths Hegarty Maths Tasks set. 

Media Studies 
 

Complete long answer revision questions for the music video unit then do a research 
task: find and analyse three magazine covers and discuss audience and methods used to 
create a cover. 

Music (GCSE) Listen to a new genre of music and analyse the elements of music within this piece. 

Complete work on music theory and rehearse for solo performance. 

PE Complete all recall tasks on components of fitness, muscles, well-being and diet and 

complete all 3 exam questions. 

Science Complete questions on quantitative chemistry. 

Sociology 
 

Complete questions on statistical data. 
Complete questions on key feminist and interactionist studies. 

Spanish Revise vocabulary on free time, unit 3 (quizlet and BBC bitesize), work with a song using 
the future tense and translate a document about activities to be done after lockdown 
using future tense. 

Textiles A hand needle will be required for the project this half-term. 



   
 

   
 

 Create a themed moodboard for recycled fashion project and collect materials to use 
 


